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Confucius (K'ung Fu-tzu, Kongzi, Kong Zi or 孔) was born from a rather poor family of noble origin in the state of Lu (in modern shantung). He quickly developed a reputation as a scholarship and apprenticeship. During his lifetime, he witnessed the disintegration of a unified imperial regime. He was a
great admirer of the Duke of Zhou, and sought to convince various nobles to govern according to certain social customs that he associated with the early Zhou culture. These customs emphasized moral responsibility and the concept of the chen tzu. The chen tzu was a refined gentleman who embodied
the virtue of benevolence while maintaining traditional rites, customs and filial piety towards his ancestors, his family and the gods. Stereotypical, this gentleman was marked by his white beard, his beautiful clothes and his long nails. Confucianism could be seen as a philosophy in which politics and
government are an extension of morality and tradition. As long as the sovereign remains benevolent, the government will naturally work towards the good of the people (Lau n. p.). A Confucian philosopher tried to be responsible, controlled and temperate. Confucius has spent ten years traveling through
all the various states of China. He had ambitions to reach a political position in one of the Chinese courts, but he never succeeded in this endeavour and spent most of his life as a teacher. Realizing that the Belligerent leaders paid no attention to his philosophy, Confucius returned to Lu, and he taught the
rest of his life to form a group of gifted and dedicated students. The importance of Confucius lies in being one of China's first great teachers and a political philosopher. His policy was to accept anyone as a disciple provided that the student was really eager to learn, and this idea was revolutionary in a
society in which education was the exclusive privilege of the aristocracy. He was also one of the first Chinese philosophers to leave behind a collection of teachings that can be reliably attributed to his fatherhood. This is the Lun y, or the Analects that the work is commonly known in English. In Western
Han, Confucianism has generally become associated with a respect for ancient books and ancient gods. It later grew to be the official state philosophy of the Chinese empire; it retained this pre-eminent position until the 20th century. Confucianism eventually became the basis of a state religion. Although
it was based on ancient gods and rites, it was closely associated with philosophical ideals as well. Inevitably, the Master's teachings have changed Time. This article is about the Analects The Analects of Confucius The Analects are a collection of the teachings and thoughts of Confucius; they also contain
fragments of dialogues between the great Chinese philosopher and his disciples. The English name derived from the analect which means a fragment or extract from literature, or a collection of teachings. In Chinese, the book is literally called discussion of the words [of Confucius]. The Analects would
have been collected by the disciples of Confucius and not by the sage himself. Written during the spring and autumn period and of the warring states (c. 479 BC - 221 BC), the Analects are considered one of the most representative works of Confucian thought, and still have a great influence on Chinese
culture and East Asia. The Analects were probably written over a period of 30-50 years. Beginning in the spring and fall, the work of collecting and organizing Confucian teachings was probably completed during the warring states period, although the precise date of publication of the complete work is
unknown. In China, the work has been attributed by many to Confucius himself, but the philological investigations to date do not allow us to return to a reliable source, in part because of the devastating fire of the book of 213 BC. J.C. by the first emperor Qin Shi Huang. The chapters are grouped by
themes of the Analects, but do not develop a structured discussion. The sequence of chapters seems entirely random, dealing with subjects that are in no way related. Some central themes are repeated in different chapters, sometimes in the same formulation and sometimes with slight variations. This
has led some researchers to conclude that the book was not written by a single author, but is the collective work of several people. It is likely that the fine writers of the Analects were probably the disciples of Confucius or Zengzi, one of his most influential students. At first, there was no canonical version
of the Analects. At the time of the Han dynasty, there were three versions of the Analects: those of Lu, those of Qi, as well as the ancient texts of the Analects. The Qi and Lu versions were very similar, but the version included two additional chapters in addition to the twenty chapters three chapters
common to the other versions. The old texts divided the chapter into two parts, and the rest of the chapters and text were commissioned differently from the other two more recent versions. Imperial Examination Hall with 7500 Cabins - Photo taken around 1870 Towards the end of the Western Han
Dynasty, Zhang Yu, a tutor to Emperor Cheng, combined versions of Qi and Lu Analects while keeping the number of chapters of the Lu version. Zhang's version became known as Marquis Zhang Analects, and is the version known today. A later version of the Analects written on bamboo strips before 55
BC. J.C., was discovered in 1973 in Dingzhou Hebei Province, and was published in 1997. This version, although fragmentary, could help to shed new light on the textual tradition of critical dialogues in future editions. Drawing depicting waiting students Results of imperial examinations - circa 1560.
Success depended on an in-depth knowledge of the Analects. Since the days of Confucius, the Analects have strongly influenced the philosophy and ethical values of China and, later, other East Asian countries. A man who did not know the Analects was considered uneducated and not morally right.
Along with other works that make up the Four Books, the Analects teach the main Confucian virtues: Decorum, Justice, Equity and Filial Piety. For nearly two thousand years, the Analects were the foundation of Chinese education. The rigorous imperial examinations, which thousands of young men
carried out each year in the hope of obtaining employment as civil servants in the imperial government, required an in-depth knowledge of the Analects and the teachings of Confucius. The Analects continued to be the central part of Chinese education until the creation of the Chinese republic and the
reforms of 1905-1908 that abolished imperial examinations. After the communist takeover, the Analects and Confucianism fell into disfavor with the government, but its teachings are so entrenched in Chinese society that they continue to shape the morality and thinking of millions of Chinese. Introduction:
(论战初孔弟及传弟编纂(bi-nzu), compiling) 关孔论录! 孔⼦是我国古代伟⼤的教育家、思想家,是儒家学派的创始⼈。 论写战经前00前22儒1), classic) (zh-ngyào de, important), 对族及亚经济, (dàdo, moral) (lonl, ethics) humanisam)形极为深响 (y-ngxi-ng, influence), 论族0灵0 (lunghon, soul) The Analects of
Confucius, also known as Analects, or Lunyu (simplified Chinese: 论; pinyin: Lon Yo), are considered to be a recording of the words and deeds of the central Chinese thinker and philosopher Confucius and his disciples, as well as the discussions they have held. Confucius was a Chinese thinker and
social philosopher of the spring and autumn period. his thoughts were developed into a system of philosophy known as Confucianism (儒r-ji). The Analects of Confucius are written during the period of spring and autumn through the period of the belligerent states (c. 475 BC - 221 BC), the Analects are the
representative work of Confucianism and continue to have a huge influence on Chinese and Eastern thinking and values today. Since the time of Confucius, the Analects have strongly influenced the philosophy and moral values of China and later other East Asian countries. The Analects of Confucius is a
work of philosophy of the soul Race. Content: '论'约章' 每章节⽈, 个头两个章⽽⽈:⽽习亦悦乎 (Z-yu:Gué er sro x zhà, bù ye yuè h?)! The theme 些章节此章节题 (zh-t, zh't, zh', 'Le从题联 (li-nxi-ng, associate) 章节 (neir-ng, content)! There are about 20 chapters in the book. The traditional titles given to
each chapter are mainly the initial two or three characters (incipits). For example, the first chapter of Book 1, Xue er, began with a Confucian teaching The Master said, isn't it nice to learn with constant perseverance and application? In some cases, they may indicate, as brooks suggests, a central theme
of the chapter. However, it is not appropriate to treat the title as a capture or generalization of the chapter's content.   Title Translation 1 Xue Er⽽ Study 2 Wei Zheng 为 Government Practice 3 Ba Yi佾 Eight lines of eight dancers each 4 Li Ren live in fraternity 5 Gongye Chang冶 Gongye Chang 6 Yong
Ye 雍 There is Yong 7 Shu Er⽽ Transmission 8 Taibo 泰伯 Taibo (Count Tai) 9 Zi Han罕 The Master avoided 10 Xiang Dang 乡 among Xiang and Dang 11 Xian Jin eras 12 Yan Yuan 颜渊 Yan Yuan 13 Zilu 'Zilu 14 Xian Wen 宪问 Xian asked 15 Wei Linggong 卫灵' Duke Ling de Wei 16 Ji Shi ' Chief of
the Ji Clan 1 17 Yang Huo 阳货 Yang Huo 18 Wei Zi 微 the Viscount of Wei 19 Zizhang 20 Yao Yue 尧⽈ Yao spoke 注释: 3. Ba Yi佾:Ba Yi is a kind of ritual dance practiced in the court of the Zhou dynasty. 5. Gongye Chang冶:A student of Confucius. 6. Yong Ye 雍:Yong is Ran Yong (冉雍), called Zhou
Gong (仲⼸), a student of Confucius. 7. Shu Er⽽:Transmission, not invention [of learning] 8.  Taibo 泰伯:Wu Taibo, the eldest son of King Tai ( 9. Zi Han罕:Confucius rarely spoke of more! 10. Xiang Dang 乡: 'Xiang' was a group of 12,500 families; a dang of 500 families. 11. Xian Jin: Those of the old
epochs The older generations 12. Yan Yuan 颜渊: Yan Yuan Yan Hui (颜), common name Zi Yuan (渊), was a favorite among the disciples of Confucius. 13. Zilu:Zilu A student from Confucius. 14. Xian Wen 宪问: Xian asked Yuan Xian (?宪), also called Yuan Si (?), common name Zisi (?), was a student
of Confucius. 15. Wei Linggong 卫灵: Duke Ling of Wei reigned 534-493 BC. J.C. to Wei. 16. Ji Shi? Head of the Ji Clan Ji Sun (孙), an official of one of Lu's most important families. 17. Yang Huo 阳货: Yang Huo An Ji clan, an important family in Lu. 18. Wei Zi 微: The Viscount of Wei Wei Zi was the
eldest half-brother, son of a concubine, of Zhou (纣), the last king of the Shang dynasty. 19. Zizhang: Zizhang Student of Confucius. 20. Yao Yue 尧⽈: Yao spoke Yao was one of the traditional Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors of ancient China. China.
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